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Introduction
This paper requires candidates to complete three sections of questions in 2 hours and 30
minutes. There was little evidence that candidates did not have sufficient time to complete
all questions.

Section 1 is Listening
Candidates answer 4 questions within the first 45 minutes. Candidates may replay the
recording of each passage as many times as they like within the 45 minutes. Candidates
therefore should make use of this opportunity to make more certain that the answers they
have written down are correct.
Question 1 proved accessible to all. Errors made on (c) and (d) due to guessing were rare.
In question 2, some candidates lost 1 mark by choosing C, possibly not understanding the
lexical item ‘結束/结束’.
In question 3, there were still some candidates who did not circle the correct answer in the
bracket as instructed. The correct answer was accepted in whichever form it was offered
but candidates are advised to comply with the rubric. This question proved accessible.
Only a small number of candidates made errors on part (c) and (d). Perhaps replaying the
recording would have helped them to make a better decision on the correct answers.
Question 4 carries a larger number of marks and candidates are required to give answers
in Chinese characters. The vast majority of candidates appeared to understand the extract
well, but some struggled to give the correct registers and lost marks. Part (e) invited more
incorrect answers.
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1 Q05ay
Section 2 is Reading
Candidates are required to read three extracts and respond to the questions for
each extract
1 Q05by
in English.
Overall Q5 and Q6 invited more low scores. Translation into English and spelling proved to
be a weakness for some candidates. Candidates are reminded that in this section (1) no
credit can be given for answers that have no basis in the stimulus; and (2) it 1is Q05cy
sufficient to
focus on key sentences or phrases from the question.
ID 0272300026827

0 Q05diy
0 Q5diiy
3
Examiner Comments

This answer could have scored 1 mark
if what was written for (ii) was the
response given to (i).

Examiner Tip

Always read the question carefully and
check the answers if they are relevant to the
questions. In this case, ‘at the time of picking’
in question (i) is a very important clue.

0 Q06ay
1 Q06by
1 Q06cy
0 Q06dy
112580/23

0 Q06ey
Examiner Comments

The answer scored 2 marks out of 3.
Part d was not awarded the 1 mark
because ‘旅遊車/旅游车’ was translated
literally word for word into ‘travel car’
which rendered the answer inadequate.
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Examiner Tip
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Students are advised to apply common
knowledge when they read and translate
the text. This would help them to
understand the text better, thus able to
give a more appropriate and relevant
translation for the lexical items.

1 Q07by

0 Q07ey
1 Q07cy
ID 0272300026449

0 2Q07fy
Q07dy
1 Q07ax

Examiner Comments

This answer failed to score as both when and why of
the question were not correctly addressed.

0 Q07gy
0 Q07bx
1 Q07ey

1 Q07hy
1 Q07cx
5
0 Q07fy
1 Q07dx

Examiner Comments

This answer scored 1 mark for the part ‘why’. ‘Twenty
years old’ was not the correct answer for ‘when’.

0 Q07gy
2 Q07ex
1 Q07hy

110773/27

7
1 Q07fx
Examiner Comments

This answer responded fully and properly to both
parts and scored 2 marks.

111135/27

1 Q07gx
0 Q07hx
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•

In 5(a), the element of comparison in the answer was expected to score the 1 mark, for
example, ‘is more nutritious’, not ‘is nutritious’.

•

In 6(d) and (e), a lot of candidates seemed to have difficulties with the item ‘coach’ and ‘staff’.

•

In 7(b) a sizeable number of candidates thought that it was ‘Chinese New Year’ and lost
the mark. Some candidates wrote ‘New Year’ and rendered the answer incorrect.

•

In 7(d) where some candidates twisted the original meaning and wrote ‘wanted to earn
more money’ or ‘could earn big money’, mark was not awarded.

•

7(e) proved challenging. Where candidates lost at least 1 mark on this part, it was
because they focused on the ’20 years old’ and were not careful enough to realise that
the age related to the marriage not necessarily things happening after the marriage.

•

In 7(h) the responses were mixed. Where candidates lost marks it was because they
put too much interpretation into the original sentence rendering the answer a twisted
one, for example, instead of ‘simple life’ in general, it became ‘her simple life’; or ‘simple
makes life wonderful’. Some misunderstood the question and simply gave an incorrect
answer such as ‘drawing’.
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Section 3 is Continuous Writing

15
15

Q08CRy
Most candidates in general received high marks. Some did less well because (1) they did not
Q8QoLy
respond to all bullet points due to various reasons; or (2) they misinterpreted the rubric
for
the 3rd and 4th bullets as referring to the individual’s personal experience, not the school;
or (3) they misunderstood the stimulus and thought that the content was only about essay
writing competition or studying foreign modern languages.

112543/29
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30
Examiner Comments

This answer scores the top level on both content and
language. The opening paragraph is concise and
immediately link to the first bullet point. All the bullets
are addressed and given balanced attention. The response
about ‘things that need to improve’ is relevant and made
good sense. The total number of characters is 203 and is
just within tolerance.

Examiner Tip

This essay can be further enhanced by
introducing a stronger link between
paragraph and paragraph. Always
aware the number of characters you
are allowed to write.

112543/30
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112588/15

Examiner Comments

This answer achieves top of the 2nd
band in language but content is only
awarded the third band. The candidate
spent 160 characters on the first two
bullet points. The latter 2 bullets are
addressed with only 24 characters. They
are not developed. It seems that this
answer is written in a way to avoid the
more challenging bullets.

Examiner Tip

Need to develop all the bullets sensibly according
to their significance in the essay as a whole.
It is possible to say that nothing is needed for
improvement, but it means that more is needed
to explain about the satisfaction. Why is it
necessary to devote so much on the 1st and
2nd bullets expressing similar view using similar
sentence structure? Why not take on the more
challenging bullets that will give the opportunity
to show a greater variety of structures?
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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